Friction force microscopy (FFM) 
INTRODUCTION
Tomlinson's model for atomic scale friction is used to describe the stick-slip motion observed in friction force microscopy (FFM) [1] . However, this model does not take into account the effects of tip flexibility. Tip flexibility becomes particularly important for carbon nanotube tipped cantilevers for FFM. Usually, the compliance of the nanotube is comparable to the compliance of the cantilever [2] . A modification to Tomlinson's model to include the tip or contact compliance was proposed by Johnson and Woodhouse [3] . In the present work we show that depending on the contact and cantilever compliances, a variety of stick-slip motions are possible. Most notably, the boundary in parameter space separating single atom stick-slip jumps and multiple atom stick-slip jumps is predicted . * Address all correspondence to this author. The model shown in Fig. 1 expands upon Johnson and Woodhouse's model [3] , including a dashpot in parallel with the contact spring, resulting in the following 3 rd order system:
where F c is the force due to the surface potential, S is the nondimensional location of the tip, X is the deflection of the cantilever, z is the deflection of the contact, from [3] . C t is the contact or tip compliance, C l is the cantilever compliance, δ is the damping of the cantilever, δ c is the contact damping, Y = V q is the 
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position of the cantilever base and q corresponds to time. Additionally, the effective spring constant is useful for quasi-static calculations C e = C t +C l . For information on the nondimensionalization, see Johnson and Woodhouse [3] . This 3 rd order system is subsequently simulated in Matlab using ode45, a fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta ODE solver.
Equation (1) is examined where δ = 0.1 is adopted as in Johnson and Woodhouse's [3] work. Additionally, we set δ c = 0.025 to model contact dissipation and the dimensionless velocity is V = 10 −6 to insure that the slow speed behavior of friction is observed. During the slip event typical in FFM results [4] , either single or multiple atom slips are possible. Numerical integration must be performed to determine which stable solution (atom) the tip slips to. Figure 2 shows the regions of steady sliding, single atom stick-slip and multiple atom stick-slip. Lastly, the average friction force, < F >, can be calculated by examining the time domain results [5] . The results of this are shown in Fig. 3 . For C e < 1 2π , corresponding to steady sliding, there is no net frictional force. However, as C e increases, the frictional force increases. This corresponds to increasing normal load and has been observed experimentally [4] . 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS TO FFM
This paper has built on previous analytical work to describe the transition between steady sliding and stick-slip motion. Next, numerical calculations to determine the exact behavior are performed. Finally, the average frictional force is calculated for both single and multiple atom jumps which allows for theoretical prediction of the force for varying tip and contact compliances.
